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Volue Implications

of Economic Theory

conomics, as a science, attempts and claims to be purely

value-free; that is, separate from the personal, valuational,

or political proclivities of the economist. And yet econom-

ics and economists are continually making political pronounce-

ments; economics per se is shot through with value-loaded assump-

tions, usually implicit, which then emerge as political conclusions

and recommendations. It is my contention that this procedure is

illegitimate and unscientific, and that it is incumbent on economic

theory to purge itself of all vestiges of the unsupported value judg-

ment. As a science, economics can and should stand apart from $uch

value judgments. But since all political policy recommendations

necessarily involve value judgments, does this mean that the econo-

mist must never make any policy recommendations or indeed, never

use any terminology that is value-loaded? Not necessarily.

There are only two possible kinds of philosophical status fbr

value judgments. Eiîher they are all necessarily purely subjective

and personal whims on the part of the valuer, in which case for the

economist to remain a scientist he must indeed refrain from all

policy recommendations whatever. Or these judgments may well be

part of a general ethical system which is rationally and objectively

demonstrable; in that case, it is perfectly legitimate for the econo-

mist when he applies his scientific theory to public policy to use this

ethical system to arrive at economic policy recommendations. Let us

take an example from medicine. A "purely" scientific, value-free
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